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Synchronization and antisynchronization of chaotic power drop-outs
and jump-ups of coupled semiconductor lasers
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Experimental observations and numerical simulations of synchronization and antisynchronization of low-
frequency power drop-outs and jump-ups of chaotic semiconductor lasers are presented.
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During the last decade, synchronization of chaotic s
tems has been explored very intensively in various fie
ranging from physics and mathematics to engineering
biology @1#. The strong interest in different features of ch
otic synchrony was partly motivated by potential applic
tions in communication systems. In particular, optical s
tems have been studied because of their important rol
modern communication devices. There, synchronization
chaotic lasers was first observed with Nd:YAG~Nd: yttrium
aluminum garnet! and CO2 lasers@2#. Later, synchronization
of chaotic erbium-doped fiber ring lasers was studied in
tail theoretically@3# and experimentally@4#, where also mes-
sages were encoded in the chaotic dynamics and su
quently recovered in the receiver.

For technical applications in communication syste
semiconductor lasers are of particular interest, because
are compact and can easily be modulated@5,6#. Chaos in
semiconductor lasers arises in different ways: due to~peri-
odic! modulation of the pump current@7#, due to electro-
optical feedback where the pump current is modulated by
emitted light intensity@8,9#, or due to an external cavity
~optical feedback! @10#. In several cases it turned out to b
possible to synchronize the chaotic fluctuations of the int
sity of the emitted light by means of suitable couplin
schemes. A communication scheme based on synchron
tion of chaotic laser diodes with electro-optical feedback w
implemented experimentally by Goedgebueret al. @11#. Re-
cently, Chen and Liu simulated successfully informati
transmission using optical feedback@12#.

All optical feedback in external cavity semiconductor l
sers~ECSLs! has been a subject of extensive research du
the last 15 years because of its importance in technical
plications such as optical data storage or optical fiber co
munications@13#. In most of these cases, effects due to o
tical feedback are unwanted and engineers try to avoid th

A typical phenomenon occurring in ECSLs are low fr
quency fluctuations~LFFs!, where the intensity of the emit
ted light oscillates in the 5–10 GHz range with an envelo
that shows relatively slow, irregular fluctuations~about 10
MHz!. These slow fluctuations are either power drop-outs
power jump-ups as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Power drop-outs have been studied very much in de
during the last 15 years@14,15# and are usually meant whe
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the phenomenon of LFFs is addressed. In particular,
question whether the underlying dynamics is~mainly! a sto-
chastic process or governed by a chaotic attractor has b
discussed controversely@16–19#. Numerical simulations
based on a deterministic model@20# indicate that LFF dy-
namics is governed by a very high-dimensional chaotic
tractor and is thus very difficult to distinguish from a st
chastic signal, a feature that makes them interes
candidates for an optical encryption system.

For high pump currents and high reflectivity of the mirr
of the external cavity power jump-ups occur@Fig. 1~b!# that
have first been reported by Panet al. @21#, but have not been
investigated further since then.

Synchronization of low frequency power drop-outs h
been shown first numerically by Ahlerset al. @20# simulating
a pair of unidirectionally injection coupled semiconduct
lasers as shown in Fig. 2. Soon after this successful sim
tion, synchronization was also demonstrated experiment
by Takiguchiet al. @22# and Sivaprakasam and Shore@23#.
Figure 3~a! shows an experimental example for synchroniz
tion of this kind of LFFs.

Depending on the coupling the phenomenon of ‘‘anticip
tion’’ of chaos synchronization@24# may occur where the
intensity fluctuations of the response laser run ahead the
put of the drive@25#.

Only recently it was demonstrated experimentally that
only synchronization of power drops can be achieved
also antisynchronization where the intensity of the respo
laser jumps up when the drive intensity drops@26,27#, as
shown in Fig. 3~b!. Switching between both types of syn
chronization is possible, for example, by changing sligh

FIG. 1. Intensity~in arbitrary units! vs time for an ECSL show-
ing low frequency fluctuations:~a! power drop-outs~time scale
0.1 ms/div), ~b! power jump-ups~time scale 0.2ms/div).
©2002 The American Physical Society18-1
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the pump current of the drive system@26#. This feature may
also be of importance for potential applications in commu
cation systems.

In this paper we present experimental observations of~an-
ti!synchronization of low frequency power jump-ups
shown in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!. The drive laser produces ir
regular jump-ups and the response laser follows these ju
ups @synchronization, Fig. 3~c!# or shows synchronized
power drop-outs@Fig. 3~d!# that we call antisynchrony.

In order to answer the question where in parameter sp
~anti!synchronization occurs we have systematically var
the pump currents and temperatures of both unidirection
coupled lasers. To monitor synchronization, intensity ti
series of both the drive and the response laser have
sampled by means of an avalanche photodiode~see Fig. 2!.
For each data set asynchronization index Swas computed as
the product of the peak-to-peak-amplitude of the respo
laser intensity and the largest cross correlation of both
nals. Vanishing values of the synchronization index indic
lack of any synchronization, large positive values corresp
to synchronization and negative values of large magnit
occur for antisynchronization. Weighting the linear corre
tion by the response amplitude turned out to be necessa
avoid spurious results, because outside the synchroniza
regime the intensity of the response laser is so weak
random fluctuations due to discretization errors may indic
artificial correlations.

Figure 4 shows four phase diagrams where the sync
nization indexS is plotted grayscaled versus pump curre
and temperature of one of the lasers~the pump current and
temperature of the other laser are kept fixed!. Figure 4~a!
shows the synchronization diagram for the case where
drive laser displays low frequency power drop-outs and
pump currentI 2 and temperatureT2 of the response laser ar
varied. The almost horizontal white and black stripes cor
spond to regions where synchronization or antisynchron
tion occurs, respectively. A similar pattern is found wh
varying the pump currentI 1 and the temperatureT1 of the
drive laser while keeping the parameters of the response
ser fixed@Fig. 4~b!#. Figures 4~c! and 4~d! show correspond-
ing results for low frequency jump-up dynamics of the dr
ing laser.

In order to model the observed synchronization pheno
ena we used the well-known Lang-Kobayashi equations@28#
for the electron populationN and the slowly varying com-

FIG. 2. Setup of unidirectionally injection coupled external ca
ity semiconductor lasers studied in this paper. The size of the
ternal cavity is about 40 cm@LD, laser diode~Mitsubishi ML
1412R!; M, mirror; BS, nonpolarizing beam splitter; OD, optica
diode~Faraday isolatorOptics for ResearchIO-635-HP!; APD, ava-
lanche photodiode#.
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at the angular frequencyv0. These equations are general
considered to give a valid approximation of a single mo
SL with weak to moderate optical feedback from an exter
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FIG. 3. Experimental observation of synchronization and a
synchronization of low frequency fluctuations of the light intens
~in arbitrary units!. The lower and upper traces in each part cor
spond to drive and response, respectively.~a! power drop-outs, syn-
chronization~time scale 0.1ms/div!; ~b! power drop-outs: antisyn-
chronization ~time scale 0.1ms/div); ~c! power jump-ups,
synchronization~time scale 0.2ms/div); ~d! power jump-ups, anti-
synchronization~time scale 0.2ms/div).
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FIG. 4. Synchronization indexS ~grayscaled! vs pump currentI
and temperatureT of drive ~index 1! or response~index 2! laser.
White indicates synchronization and black indicates antisynchr
zation. ~a! drive laser, power drop-outs,S vs (I 2 , T2) for I 1

534.4 mA andT1519.5° C.~b! drive laser: power drop-outs,Svs
(I 1 , T1) for I 2537.8 mA andT2519.5° C.~c! drive laser, power
jump-ups,Svs (I 2 , T2) for I 1546 mA andT1519.5° C.~d! drive
laser, power jump-ups,S vs (I 1 , T1) for I 2533 mA and T2

519.5° C.
02621
resonator,

d

dt
E~ t !5

1

2
$2 iaGN@N~ t !2Nsol#1@G~N!2G#%E~ t !

1kE~ t2t!eiv0t,

d

dt
N~ t !5pJth2gN~ t !2G~N!uE~ t !u2,

d

dt
Ẽ~ t !5

1

2
$2 iaGN@Ñ~ t !2Nsol#1@G~Ñ!2G#%Ẽ~ t !

1r^E~ t2tc!e
i (v0tc1Dv0t),eiw&eiw, ~1!

d

dt
Ñ~ t !5 p̃Jth2gÑ~ t !2G~Ñ!uẼ~ t !u2.

The delaytc due to coupling depends on the distance b
tween both lasers and was chosen to equal zero in the s
lations. The meaning and values of other parameters
given in Table I.

The second laser system possesses no external cavity
difference between the emitted light frequencies of both
sersDv0 leads to a modulationeiDv0t of the coupling term
in Eq. ~1!.

The polarization due the Faraday isolator used for un
rectional coupling~see Fig. 2! is modeled by a scalar produc

FIG. 5. Numerical simulation of~a! synchronization and~b!
antisynchronization of low frequency power drop-outs. For co
parison with the experimentally measured intensities the signals
low-pass filtered~500 MHz!. The lower and upper traces in eac
part correspond to drive and response, respectively.
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^•,•& of the transmitted electrical field witheiw in the cou-
pling term wherew stands for the angle of the output of th
polarizer.

Figure 5 shows simulated synchronization@Fig. 5~a!# and
antisynchronization@Fig. 5~b!# of low-frequency drop-outs

TABLE I. Parameters used in the simulations, values taken fr
Ref. @21#.

Solitary laser carrier number Nsol 5.93108

Differential optical gain GN 3.53103 s21

External cavity round trip time t 4 ns
Linewidth enhancement factor a 3.0
Stimulated emission rate G 'GN@N2Nsol#

Carrier decay rate g 5.293108 s21

Cavity decay rate G 7.1431011 s21

Reflection coefficient k 1.7531011

Coupling coefficient s 531011

Laser threshold current Jth 3.1231017 s21

Wavelength 2pc/v0 635 nm
zu

ic

. B

c-

B.
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Without polarization term in the coupling we did not succe
in simulating antisynchronization. Similar results for pow
jumps-ups in the drive laser have not been simulated
because the Lang-Kobayashi delay differential equations
not appropriate for~very! high reflection coefficients which
are necessary to generateautonomouspower jumps in the
driving laser. Another challenge is the proper explanation
the physical mechanisms underlying the phenomena of s
chronization and antisynchronization. The occurrence
‘‘stripes’’ of ~anti!synchronization in Fig. 3 may be explaine
by changes of the wavelength when varying pump curren
temperature, but a complete model is still absent.
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